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Mary Schneider
4392 White Pine Avenue
Orlando FL 32811

October 13, 2000

Osama bin Laden Aided and Abetted
in these United States by Islamic Muslim
Moroccan Subversive Associates
Bribing Corrupt U.S. Government Officials
Mr. Louis Freeh, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington D.C. 20535
Dear Mr. Freeh:
I wrote to you by fax and mail on September 23rd and December 20, 1999, on
February 18th, February 24th and April 6, 2000, to the NYC FBI Joint Terrorism Task
Force on May 27, 1999, and to the Department of Justice OIG with copy to NYC FBI
Joint Terrorism Task Force on June 12, 1999.
I first notified the Orlando FBI almost two and a half years ago, in June of 1998, of my
grave concerns for our national security and the probability that corrupt government
officials were placing our national security at risk taking bribes in Orlando from Islamic
Muslim Moroccans to assure illegal permanent residence.
I also related my concerns that these corrupt government officials could easily stamp
mala fide aliens passports with an official, authentic ADIT stamp and officially create a
phony INS file number in the INS computer system utilized by Customs/Immigration
inspectors at our borders when accessing TECS.
One and a half years ago I forwarded confirmation of my grave concerns in the form
of a copy of the May 23, 1999 New York Times article on the arrest of Egyptian
terrorist Ihab Ali (Orlando resident) and the related Orlando AOL chat room to the
NYC FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force; and over one year ago, in September of 1999,
directly to you.
The only response I received was eleven months after I first contacted you, in August
of 2000, in the form of a "receipt" letter from your Washington office, generated the
day after I accessed Judicial Watch's confidential witness web site.
There has been NO observable action, the corrupt government officials whose
criminal activity is threatening our national security by directly or indirectly aiding and
abetting these terrorist subversives, are still in positions of power and authority.
These corrupt officials were even provided advance notice and opportunity to shred
official government records, thus destroying critical evidence.
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There was NO apparent "genuine" investigation conducted and these corrupt
government officials were even issued letters of exoneration by the OIG.
Islamic Muslims in Orlando continue to have their felony fraud sham marriages
liberally approved; even though I provided both the FBI and OIG with a list of some
fifty felony fraud cases, many surreptitiously removed from my office and approved,
often my official case notes removed from the case file; and even though several
informants have information on bank accounts, phone records, money orders and
names of conspirators.
These corrupt government officials have broadcast to the alien community and given
Orlando INS the reputation that felony fraud is liberally approved - there being a
minute, few discretionary felony fraud denials in the past four years; thus encouraging
illegal aliens residing in other states to engage in their felony fraud activities at
Orlando INS where there is a 99.99% guaranteed approval; most all Islamic felony
fraud marriages have been approved.
The only results I am aware of are for myself and informants to be treated with
disdain, mocked and ridiculed, and for the Sharitt informants to be harassed by
federal agents; and myself, a federal whistleblower, making every effort to protect my
country and fellow Americans, being forced into battling severe retaliation.
The only possible action was a reported Orlando AOL chat room discussing that, after
I had contacted the NYC Joint Terrorism Task Force, the Orlando AOL chat room
participant, Islamic Muslim Moroccan "the manoman" {who had inside information on
the bribing of federal immigration officers and a congressional staff assistant by
Islamic Muslims in Orlando and their subversive criminal activities aiding and abetting
Osama bin Laden subversives in Orlando and Miami}, had been arrested prior to his
intended departure to Morocco.
There was almost no terrorist activity publicly reported in Canada or the United States
last December 31, 1999, other than the arrest in Seattle of Algerian Ressam, and
later the taking into custody in Seattle of a "Moroccan" connected to Ressam.
Many individuals around the world consider this coming December 31, 2000 to be the
real, true "Millennium". With the recent terrorist murders of our soldiers in Yemen,
you are, of course, much more aware than I that this terrorism is coming in the very
near future to America, ON OUR SOIL.
The seditious activity by corrupt government officials, of which I notified the FBI some
two and a half years ago, is much too critical to our national security to be taken
lightly and ignored.
Sincerely,

Mary Schneider
Orlando INS Examiner (DAO)
Faxed 10/13/00 to (202) 324 – 4705

